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(54) CARRIER CONTROL METHOD AND CORRESPONDING BASE STATION DEVICE

(57) Embodiments of the present invention disclose
a carrier control method, including: acquiring traffic infor-
mation of a current period on one or more baseband
boards in a base station itself, wherein the traffic infor-
mation includes traffic of each sector; configuring, ac-
cording to the acquired traffic information of the current
period, a disabling sequence of the baseband board; de-
termining, according to traffic information stored before
the current period and the traffic information of the current
period, a change situation of the traffic of each sector;
and controlling, according to the change situation and
the disabling sequence of the baseband board, carrier
(s) in each sector. Correspondingly, the embodiments of
the present invention further disclose a base station de-
vice. Through the above technical solution, the carrier(s)
in each sector can be controlled through the change sit-
uation of the traffic of the current period, so that resources
are saved and a rate of utilization is improved.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims the priority of
Chinese Application No. 201110409118.6, filed in Chi-
nese Patent Office on December 9, 2011, and entitled
"CARRIER CONTROL METHOD AND CORRESPOND-
ING BASE STATION DEVICE", the entire contents of
which are herein incorporated by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to a field of a mo-
bile communication, and particularly, relates to a carrier
control method and corresponding base station device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] In a mobile communication system, a base sta-
tion occupies most part of energy consumption of com-
munication devices. Reduction of power consumption of
the base station plays an important role in energy saving
and emission reduction for an operator.
[0004] A baseband board is a physical media for car-
rying a carrier. Generally, a plurality of baseband boards
are arranged in one base station, and one or more car-
riers are carried on each baseband board. A carrier on
a baseband board would continuously work and con-
sume energy after being enabled, even if there is no traf-
fic.
[0005] In order to reduce energy consumption, a meth-
od for solving the problem of high energy consumption
in the prior art is as follows.
when a base station detects that a radio network control-
ler disables a carrier whose load is zero, the base station
checks whether there exists an activated carrier on a
baseband unit where the disabled carrier is located. If
there exists no activated carrier, the baseband unit is
powered off. And furthermore, through adjusting the
number of users of a carrier on a baseband unit, disabling
an adjusted carrier whose number of users is zero, and
powering off an adjusted baseband unit where no acti-
vated carrier exists, the utilization rate of resources is
improved, and the energy is saved.
[0006] In the prior art, the utilization rate is improved
and the consumption of resource is reduced by an angle
of disabling a baseband unit. However, the effect of re-
ducing the energy consumption is not very significant.
Thus, there need to seek a method for reducing the en-
ergy consumption more significantly.

SUMMARY

[0007] A technical problem mainly solved in the
present invention is to provide a carrier control method,
and the present invention further provides a correspond-
ing base station device, which can control a carrier in a

sector through a change situation of traffic of a current
period, so that resources are saved and a rate of utiliza-
tion is improved.
[0008] An embodiment of the present invention dis-
closes a carrier control method, including:

acquiring traffic information of a current period on
each baseband board in a base station itself, the
traffic information comprising traffic of each sector,
wherein carrier(s) configured on each baseband
board cover one or more sectors;
configuring, according to the traffic information of the
current period, a disabling sequence of the each
baseband board;
determining, according to stored traffic information
of each sector before the period and the traffic infor-
mation of the current period, a change situation of
the traffic of each sector; and,
controlling, according to the change situation of the
each sector and the disabling sequence of the each
baseband board, carrier(s) in the each sector re-
spectively.

[0009] An embodiment of the present invention further
discloses a base station device, including:

an acquiring module, configured to acquire traffic in-
formation of a current period on each baseband
board in the base station device, the traffic informa-
tion comprising traffic of each sector, wherein carri-
er(s) configured on each baseband board cover one
or more sectors;
a configuring module, configured to configure, ac-
cording to the traffic information of the current period,
a disabling sequence of the each baseband board;
a determining module, configured to determine, ac-
cording to traffic information of the each sector be-
fore the current period, which is stored locally, and
the traffic information of the current period, a change
situation of the traffic of each sector; and,
a control module, configured to control, according to
the change situation of the each sector and the dis-
abling sequence of the each baseband board, car-
rier(s) in the each sector respectively.

[0010] Different from the case in the prior art, through
acquiring traffic information of a current period on one or
more baseband boards in a base station itself, then con-
figuring a disabling sequence of the baseband board ac-
cording to the traffic information of the current period,
and determining a change situation of the traffic of each
sector according to stored traffic information before the
current period and the acquired traffic information of the
current period, the present invention can control, accord-
ing to the change situation of the traffic and the disabling
sequence of the baseband board, a carrier in each sector
in real time, so that more devices is controlled, by follow-
ing the principle of reducing energy consumption state,
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in a disabling state under the condition that traffic does
not increase, which can reduce the energy consumption
and save resources better.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0011]

Fig. 1 is a data flow diagram of a first embodiment
of a carrier control method in the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a data flow diagram of a second embodiment
of the carrier control method in the present invention;
Fig. 3 is a data flow diagram of a method for inte-
grating a carrier in a sector in the second embodi-
ment of the present invention;
Fig. 4A is a schematic diagram of a mapping relation
between baseband boards and carriers before ad-
justment, described in an application example of the
present invention;
Fig. 4B is a schematic diagram of a mapping relation
between baseband boards and carriers after adjust-
ment, described in an application example of the
present invention;
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of another mapping
relation between baseband boards and carriers be-
fore adjustment, described in an application example
of the present invention;
Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram of another mapping
relation between baseband boards and carriers be-
fore adjustment described in an application example
of the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of a logical structure
of a base station device in a first embodiment in the
present invention;
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of a logical structure
of a base station device in a second embodiment in
the present invention; and,
Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram of a logical structure
of a configuring module in the second embodiment
of the base station device of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0012] With reference to Fig. 1, a first embodiment of
a carrier control method in the present invention includes
followings.
[0013] 101, traffic information of a current period on
each baseband board in a base station itself is acquired.
[0014] The base station acquires the traffic information
of the current period of carriers carried on each baseband
board in the base station, namely the traffic information
of the current period. Parameters included in the traffic
information are: traffic of each carrier, the number of us-
ers of each carrier carried on each baseband board, traf-
fic of each carrier carried on each baseband board, the
number of disabled carriers on each baseband board,
the number of enabled carriers on each baseband board,
energy consumption of each baseband board and the

like. The carriers configured on each baseband board
cover one or more sectors.
[0015] Furthermore, for parameters related to the
baseband board, the parameters of a part of baseband
boards in the base station may be acquired, and the pa-
rameters of each baseband board in the base station
may also be acquired, which is not limited herein.
[0016] 102, a disabling sequence of each baseband
board is configured according to the traffic information of
the current period.
[0017] After the traffic information of the period is ac-
quired, the disabling sequence of each baseband board
in the base station is configured according to the traffic
information. Furthermore, a level of enabling state of
each baseband board in the base station is also config-
ured according to the traffic information.
[0018] The disabling sequence of a baseband board
is a sequence that the baseband board is disabled under
the condition that the traffic is reduced.
[0019] The level of enabling state of a baseband board
means the enabling degree of the baseband board.
When all carriers on the baseband board are enabled
with full-loads, the enabling state of the baseband board
is the highest. When the baseband board is in a disabled
state, the enabling state of the baseband board is the
lowest.
[0020] 103, a change situation of the traffic of each
sector is determined according to traffic information of
each sector, which is stored locally before the period,
and the traffic information of the current period.
[0021] Traffic information, which is acquired when a
period of control of each carrier starts, is stored locally
before the period ends in order to use in the next period.
[0022] Specifically, firstly, the traffic information stored
locally before the period is acquired. Then the traffic in-
formation before the period is compared with the traffic
information acquired in the period. The change situation
of the traffic of each sector in the period compared with
the traffic before the period is determined, namely to de-
termine whether the traffic increases.
[0023] 104, carrier(s) in each sector are controlled ac-
cording to the change situation of the traffic of each sector
and the disabling sequence of each baseband board.
[0024] The carrier(s) in each sector are controlled ac-
cording to the change situation of the traffic of each sector
and the disabling sequence of each baseband board. Or
the carrier(s) in each sector are controlled according to
the change situation of the traffic of each sector and the
level of enabling state of each baseband board.
[0025] Specifically, if traffic is unchanged or reduced,
carrier(s) in each sector are controlled according to the
change situation of the traffic of each sector and the dis-
abling sequence of each baseband board. Other than a
covering carrier, carriers, whose load are zeros, are dis-
abled as possible, wherein the covering carrier is a carrier
which is configured as being incapable of disablement
to ensure the coverage of each sector.
[0026] Furthermore, if the traffic increases, the carri-
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er(s) in each sector is controlled according to the change
situation of the traffic of each sector and the level of en-
abling state of each baseband board. A user or a service
is as possible accessed or switched to a carrier with a
high enabling state level, so that no disabled carrier will
be enabled, or less disabled carriers will be enabled as
possible.
[0027] In this embodiment, the method provided in the
present invention, in a similar situation, reduces the
number of enabled carriers, reduces energy consump-
tion of a base station unit and saves resources through
analyzing traffic information of a current period, config-
uring a disabling sequence and an enabling state level
of a baseband board, then determining change situation
of traffic of each sector according to traffic information
stored locally before the current period and traffic infor-
mation of the current period, and controlling a carrier in
a sector according to the change situation of the traffic,
the disabling sequence and the enabling state level of
the baseband board, namely that if the traffic is un-
changed or reduced, carrier(s) in each sector is control-
led according to the change situation of the traffic and
the disabling sequence of the baseband board, and other
that a covering carrier, carriers, whose loads are zeros,
are disabled as possible; and if the traffic increases, car-
rier(s) in each sector is controlled according to the change
situation of the traffic and the level of enabling state of
the baseband board, and a user or a service is as possible
accessed or switched to a carrier with a high enabling
state level, so that no disabled carrier will be enabled or,
less disabled carriers will be enabled as possible.
[0028] With reference to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, a second
embodiment of a carrier control method in the present
invention includes followings.
[0029] 201, traffic information of a current period of car-
riers is acquired.
[0030] A base station acquires the traffic information
of the current period of carriers carried on each baseband
board in the base station, namely the traffic information
of the current period. The traffic information includes the
following parameters: traffic of each carrier, the number
of users of each carrier carried on each baseband board,
traffic of each carrier carried on each baseband board,
the number of disabled carriers on each baseband board,
the number of enabled carriers on each baseband board,
energy consumption of each baseband board and the
like.
[0031] Furthermore, for parameters related to the
baseband boards, the parameters of part of baseband
boards in the base station may be acquired, and the pa-
rameters of each baseband board in the base station
may also be acquired, which is not limited herein.
[0032] 202, a disabling sequence of a baseband board
is configured according to the traffic information of the
current period.
[0033] After the traffic information of the current period
of the carrier(s) in each sector in the current base station
is acquired, the disabling sequence of each baseband

board is configured according to the traffic information.
For example, the disablement of each base band board
may be sorted by setting one queue. Or the disablement
of each baseband board may be sorted by pasting a pri-
ority label to a baseband board, which is not limited here-
in.
[0034] The disabling sequence of each baseband
board is configured according to one or more parameters
of the traffic information of the current period, which is
specifically described hereafter by pasting a priority label
to each baseband board.
[0035] The sorting by size is performed according to
the number of users of each carrier carried on each base-
band board or the traffic of each carrier carried on each
baseband board. Then the disabling sequence of each
baseband board is configured according to the sorting
by size.
[0036] The larger the number of users of each carrier
carried on each baseband board is or the larger the traffic
of each carrier carried on each baseband board is, the
lower the disabling priority of a baseband board is. The
smaller the number of users of each carrier carried on
each baseband board is or the smaller the traffic of each
carrier carried on each baseband board is, the higher the
disabling priority of a baseband board is.
[0037] Or, according to the number of users of each
carrier carried on each baseband board and the number
of disabled carriers on each baseband board where each
carrier is located, result(s) of calculation are acquired by
using a preset calculating method. The result(s) of the
calculating are sorted by size, and then the disabling se-
quence of each baseband board is configured according
to the sorting by size.
[0038] For example, the disabling priority of a base-
band board is determined according to the sum of the
number of users of each carrier carried on each base-
band board and the number of carriers enabled on each
baseband board. Supposed that the number of users on
each baseband board is M, the number of enabled car-
riers is N, and Y = M+10N, the disabling priority of each
baseband board is configured according to the value of
Y. The larger the value of Y is, the lower the disabling
priority is. The smaller the value of Y is, the higher the
disabling priority is. The calculating method may be pre-
set according to a specific condition and an expectation
to be arrived, which is not limited herein.
[0039] For another example, the disabling sequence
of each baseband board is configured according to the
number of disabled carriers on each baseband board.
The larger the number of disabled carriers on each base-
band board is, the closer to the top the disabling se-
quence of the baseband board is.
[0040] Here is merely a specific illustration about con-
figuring a disabling sequence of a baseband board, and
the configuring method of the disabling sequence of the
baseband boards is not limited to the several ones men-
tioned above. For example, the disabling sequence of
the baseband board may also be configured according
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to the number of users of each carrier on each baseband
board and an energy consumption of each baseband
board, which is not limited herein.
[0041] 203, a level of enabling state of each baseband
board is configured according to the traffic information.
[0042] The level of enabling state of each baseband
board indicates the enabling degree of a baseband
board. When all carriers on a baseband board are ena-
bled with full-loads, the enabling state of the baseband
board is the highest, and when the baseband board is in
a disabled state, the enabling state of the baseband
board is the lowest.
[0043] The level of enabling state of each baseband
board is configured according to one or more parameters
in the traffic information of the current period.
[0044] Specifically, the level of enabling state of each
baseband board is configured according to the number
of users of each carrier carried on each baseband board
or the traffic of each carrier carried on each baseband
board.
[0045] The sorting by size is performed according to
the number of users of each carrier carried on each base-
band board or the traffic of each carrier carried on each
baseband board, and then the level of enabling state of
each baseband board is configured according to the sort-
ing by size.
[0046] The larger the number of users of each carrier
carried on the baseband board is, the higher the level of
enabling state is. The smaller the number of users carried
on the baseband board is, the lower the level of enabling
state is. The level of enabling state of the disabled base-
band board is the lowest.
[0047] The larger the traffic of each carrier carried on
each baseband board is, the higher the level of enabling
state is. The smaller the traffic of each carrier carried on
each baseband board is, the lower the level of enabling
state is.
[0048] Or, the level of enabling state of each baseband
board is configured according to the energy consumption
of each baseband board. Carrying capacity and level of
enabling state of a baseband board with higher energy
consumption are larger. Carrying capacity and level of
enabling state of a baseband board with lower energy
consumption are smaller.
[0049] Here is merely a specific illustration for a level
of enabling state of a baseband board, and the method
of configuring the level of enabling state of a baseband
is not limited to the above-mentioned several ones. For
example, the level of enabling a baseband board may be
configured according to the number of enabled carriers
on each baseband board and energy consumption of
each baseband board, which is not limited herein.
[0050] After the level of enabling state of each base-
band board is configured, the disabling sequence of a
baseband board with higher level of enabling state is in
the behind, and similarly, the disabling sequence of a
carrier carried on the baseband board is in the behind.
And, when carriers are integrated or traffic increases,

users are preferentially switched or accessed to a base-
band board with high level of enabling state.
[0051] 204, whether the traffic of each sector increases
is determined according to traffic information before the
current period, which is stored locally, and the traffic in-
formation of the current period.
[0052] When each period of carrier control starts, ac-
quired traffic information is stored locally before this pe-
riod ends for use in next period.
[0053] Specifically, the traffic information stored locally
before the period is acquired firstly. Then the traffic in-
formation before the period is compared with the traffic
information acquired in the period to determine whether
the traffic of each sector in the period increases com-
pared with the traffic before the period. If the traffic of a
certain sector in the current period increases compared
with the traffic before the current period, step 209 is ex-
ecuted in the sector. If the traffic of a certain sector in the
current period is the same or reduced compared with the
traffic before the current period, step 205 is executed in
the sector.
[0054] 205, a disabling sequence of a carrier in each
sector is configured according to the traffic information
of the current period and the disabling sequence of the
baseband board.
[0055] If, in step 204, it is determined that the traffic of
the sector in the current period is the same or reduced
compared with the traffic before the period, the disabling
sequence of a carrier in the sector is configured according
to the traffic information of the current period and the
disabling sequence of the baseband board. Specifically,
for example, the larger the number of users of a certain
carrier is or the larger the traffic in the traffic information
of the current period is, the latter the disabling sequence
of the carrier is. If a label of disabling priority is pasted to
the carrier, the disabling priority of the carrier is lower.
And, based on consideration of the number of users and
the traffic of the carrier, the disabling sequence of the
baseband board where the carrier is located also needs
to be considered. The latter the disabling sequence of
the baseband board where the carrier is located is, the
latter the disabling sequence of the carrier is, namely that
the lower the disabling priority of the carrier is.
[0056] 206, other than a covering carrier, carriers,
whose loads are zeros, are disabled according to the
disabling sequence of carrier(s) in a sector and the traffic
information of the current period.
[0057] Each sector has a covering carrier, and the cov-
ering carrier is configured as being incapable of disable-
ment to ensure the coverage of each sector. The last
carrier in the disabling sequence of the carriers in each
sector is configured as the covering carrier of the sector.
When configuring the covering carrier, the covering car-
rier of each sector is configured as possible on a same
baseband board.
[0058] After the disabling sequence of the carriers in
each sector is configured, other than the covering carrier,
the carriers, whose loads are zeros, are disabled accord-
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ing to the disabling sequence of the carrier(s) in each
sector and the traffic information of the current period.
[0059] Specifically, a user on a front carrier in the dis-
abling sequence of the carrier(s) in each sector is
switched to a latter carrier in the disabling sequence of
the carriers, and then a carrier whose load is zero is dis-
abled. For example, there is a carrier 1, a carrier 2 and
a carrier 3 in a certain sector, and the disabling sequence
of the three carriers is the carrier 2 > the carrier 3 > the
carrier 1, namely that the carrier 2 is preferentially disa-
bled, and the carrier 1 is a covering carrier. When the
traffic of the sector declines, the user of the carrier 2 is
preferentially switched to the covering carrier 1, and then
the carrier 2 is disabled. If the traffic of the carrier 3 in
the sector is also low, the number of users of the carrier
3 is also small, and the traffic and the number of users
of the carrier 1 are unsaturated, a user of the carrier 3 is
switched to the covering carrier 1, and then the carrier 3
is disabled.
[0060] Please refer to Fig. 3, under the condition that
the traffic is unchanged or reduced, steps of successively
disabling carriers except the covering carrier, whose
loads are zeros, according to the disabling sequence of
the carriers in the sector and the traffic information of the
current period, are specific as follows.
[0061] 301, the number of users of each carrier on the
headmost baseband board in the disabling sequence is
acquired.
[0062] At first, according to the traffic information of the
current period, the number of users of each carrier on
the headmost baseband board in the disabling sequence
is acquired, and the traffic of the carrier on the headmost
baseband board in the disabling sequence may also be
acquired, which is not limited herein.
[0063] 302, whether there exists a carrier whose load
is zero on the baseband board is determined.
[0064] After the number of users of each carrier on the
baseband board is acquired, whether there exits a carrier
whose load is zero on the baseband board is determined
according to the acquired number of users. If there exists
the carrier whose load is zero, step 303 is directly exe-
cuted. If there exists no carrier whose load is zero, step
303 is skipped to directly executed step 304.
[0065] 303, the carrier whose load is zero is disabled.
[0066] If it is determined that there exists a carrier
whose load is zero on the selected baseband board in
step 302, the carrier whose load is zero is disabled.
[0067] 304, whether there exists a carrier whose load
is not zero on the selected baseband board is deter-
mined.
[0068] If it is determined that there exists no carrier
whose load is zero on the selected baseband board in
step 302, or after the carrier whose load is zero in the
selected baseband board is disabled in step 303, whether
there exists a carrier whose load is not zero on the se-
lected baseband board is determined. If there exists the
carrier whose load is not zero, step 305 is executed. If
there exists no carrier whose load is not zero, step 307

is executed.
[0069] 305, whether there is a carrier on the selected
baseband board satisfying an adjusting condition is de-
termined.
[0070] If it is determined there exists a carrier whose
load is not zero in step 304, whether a carrier on the
selected baseband board satisfies the adjusting condi-
tion is determined, namely it is determined whether the
carrier on the selected baseband board is a covering car-
rier being incapable of disablement. If the carrier is a
covering carrier, the adjusting condition is not satisfied.
Or it is determined whether the user and the service of
the carrier on the selected baseband board can not be
switched currently, if it can not be switched, the adjusting
condition is not satisfied. The foregoing description is
merely an example of determination about whether the
adjusting condition is satisfied, which can not limit the
present invention.
[0071] If it is determined a carrier on the selected base-
band board satisfies the adjusting condition, step 306 is
executed. If the adjusting condition is not satisfied, step
307 is executed.
[0072] 306, a user on the carrier whose load is not zero
in the selected baseband board is switched to a carrier
outside the baseband board.
[0073] If it is determined the carrier on the selected
baseband board satisfies the adjusting condition in step
305, a user on the carrier whose load is not zero in the
selected baseband board is switched to a carrier outside
the baseband board.
[0074] For example, a baseband board A, a baseband
board B and a baseband board C are arranged in a base
station, and the selected baseband board is A. Firstly, it
is determined whether there exists a carrier a whose load
is not zero in the baseband board A. If there exists the
carrier a whose load is not zero in the baseband board
A, it is determined that whether there exists a disabling
carrier on a baseband board outside the baseband board
A. If it is determined there exists a disabling carrier b on
the baseband board B, power is supplied to the carrier
b, a hot backup is performed for the carrier a in the carrier
b. Then a user on the carrier a is switched to the carrier
b performing the hot backup for the carrier a, and the
carrier b is configured at the original carrier a. It is deter-
mined, by looping in sequence, whether there exists oth-
er carrier a whose load is not zero in the baseband board
A till there exists no carrier whose load is not zero in the
baseband board A, or there exists no disabling carrier on
the other baseband boards except the baseband board
A.
[0075] 307, a carrier whose load is zero on the selected
baseband board is disabled.
[0076] After the user on the carrier whose load is not
zero in the selected baseband board is switched to the
carrier outside the baseband board, the carrier whose
load is zero on the selected baseband board is disabled.
[0077] 308, it is determined whether baseband
board(s) need to be checked have already been checked.
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[0078] After one baseband board is checked and be-
fore a next baseband board needs to be checked is
checked, it is determined firstly whether baseband
boards need to be checked have been already checked.
If all the baseband boards to be checked have already
checked, the flow is ended. If the baseband boards to be
checked have not checked completely, step 309 is exe-
cuted.
[0079] 309, the number of users of each carrier on a
next baseband board is acquired according to the disa-
bling sequence of the baseband board.
[0080] If it is determined the baseband boards to be
checked have not been checked completely in step 308,
the number of users of each carrier on the next baseband
board is acquired, and then return to step 302.
[0081] When traffic does not increase, users in each
carrier of each sector are integrated to a certain or several
carriers to make the disabled carriers locate on a same
baseband board as possible, in order to create a condi-
tion for disabling a baseband board whose number of
users is zero.
[0082] 207, it is determined whether all the carriers of
each baseband board in the base station are disabled in
turn. If all is disabled, step 208 is executed. If there is a
carrier not disabled, power is continuously supplied to
the baseband board.
[0083] 208, the baseband board is disabled.
[0084] If all carriers of the selected baseband board
have been disabled already, the baseband board whose
carriers are all disabled is powered off.
[0085] 209, an enabling sequence of the carriers in a
sector is configured according to the traffic information
of the current period and the level of enabling state of
each baseband board.
[0086] The enabling sequence of carriers is configured
for disabled carriers. Under a condition that traffic of a
sector increases, the base station preferentially enables
a carrier in the sector, whose enabling sequence is in the
front. The enabling sequence of the carriers is configured
according to one or more parameters in the traffic infor-
mation of the current period and the level of enabling
state of each baseband board.
[0087] For example, the enabling sequence of the car-
riers is configured according to the level of enabling state
of each baseband board. The higher the level of enabling
state of the baseband board is, the closer to the top the
enabling sequence of the carrier on the baseband board
is. The lower the level of enabling state of the baseband
board is, the latter the enabling sequence of the carrier
on the baseband board is.
[0088] The enabling sequence of carriers may also be
configured according to one or more parameters in the
traffic information of the current period. For example, the
enabling sequence of the carriers is configured according
to the size of the traffic carried by each carrier or that of
the number of users.
[0089] The enabling sequence of the carriers may also
be configured by taking parameters in the traffic informa-

tion of the current period and the level of enabling state
of each baseband board under consideration together.
Specific configurations may be different according to dif-
ferent conditions, however, thoughts mainly based on
are consistent, namely to make more carriers and base-
band boards in a disabling state to reduce the energy
consumption of a baseband unit.
[0090] 210, an access and switching sequence of a
carrier is configured according to the traffic information
of the current period and the enabling sequence of the
carrier.
[0091] Under the condition that the traffic increases,
there are many new users need to be accessed or
switched to a carrier of a base station. The access and
switching sequence of the carriers needs to be config-
ured according to the traffic information of the current
period and the enabling sequence of the carriers.
[0092] The configuration is performed according to the
enabling sequence of the carriers. The closer to the top
the enabling sequence of one carrier is, the closer to the
top the access and switching sequence of the carrier is,
namely a new user is preferentially accessed or switched
to the carrier.
[0093] The access and switching sequence may also
be configured according to the traffic information of the
current period. For example, for the carriers on a same
baseband board, the larger the number of users is, the
higher the access and switching priority is, namely the
closer to the top the access and switching sequence is.
[0094] The access and switching sequence may also
be configured according to parameters in the traffic in-
formation of the current period and the enabling se-
quence of the carriers. Specific configurations may be
different according to different conditions, however,
thoughts mainly based on are consistent, namely new
users to be accessed or switched are concentrated on a
part of carriers, which makes carriers and baseband
boards as many as possible enter or be in a disabled
state to reduce the energy consumption of the baseband
unit.
[0095] 211, the carriers are enabled according to the
enabling sequence of the carriers.
[0096] According to a specific service demand in the
traffic information of the current period, a carrier with a
high enabling priority is preferentially enabled, namely a
carrier whose enabling sequence is in the front.
[0097] Furthermore, this embodiment further includes
a step; after the flow of the current period is executed,
the traffic information acquired before the current period
is substituted by the traffic information acquired in the
current period for use in next period.
[0098] In this embodiment, traffic information of a cur-
rent period is analyzed. Under a condition that traffic does
not increase compared with traffic before the current pe-
riod, a disabling sequence of a baseband board and that
of a carrier on the baseband board are configured to
make users of a carrier, which are in a same sector, as
possible be accessed to or switched to a same carrier or
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a few carriers with large traffic, a carrier whose load is
not zero is as possible integrated to the same baseband
board. Thus other baseband board whose load is zero
is powered off, so that the energy consumption is reduced
and resources are saved. And, under the condition that
the traffic increases compared with the traffic before the
current period, new accessed or switched users are in-
tegrated to a part of carriers, the carriers are enabled
according to the preset enabling sequence of the carriers,
which makes carriers and baseband boards as many as
possible enter or be in the disabling state, so that the
energy consumption of the baseband unit is reduced,
and resources are saved.
[0099] Please refer from Fig. 4A to Fig. 6. A technical
solution of the present invention will be described in detail
by describing a specific application scene.
[0100] Specifically, a technical solution of the present
invention is mainly applied to a scene with multiple base-
band boards and multiple carriers, where different fre-
quencies are with a same coverage, and is particularly
used in a time interval with no traffic or with low and me-
dium traffic.
[0101] A mapping relation between a baseband board
and a carrier may be in general divided into three con-
figurations, and the three configurations will be specifi-
cally described below.
[0102] Configuration I: different carriers covering a
same sector are configured on different baseband
boards, and different carriers configured on a same base-
band board cover different sectors. As shown in Fig. 4A,
a sector 1 includes carriers F11, F12 and F13, a sector
2 includes carriers F21, F22 and F23, a sector 3 includes
carriers F31, F32 and F33, the carriers F11, F21 and F31
are carried on a baseband board 1, the carriers F12, F22
and F32 are carried on a baseband board 2, and the
carriers F13, F23 and F33 are carried on a baseband
board 3.
[0103] A base station first acquires traffic information
of a current period of a carrier in the base station. The
traffic information includes the following parameters: traf-
fic of each carrier, the number of users of each carrier
carried on each baseband board, traffic of each carrier
carried on each baseband board, the number of disabled
carriers on each baseband board, the number of enabled
carriers on each baseband board, energy consumption
of each baseband board and the like.
[0104] After the traffic information of the current period
of the carriers in the base station is acquired, a disabling
priority and a level of enabling state of a baseband board
are configured according to the traffic information of the
current period. For example, a disabling sequence is con-
figured according to the sum of the number of users of
each carrier on the baseband board. The disabling pri-
ority of the baseband board with a larger number of users
is lower. It is supposed that the disabling priorities of
baseband boards in the base station are the sector 2>
the sector 1> the sector 3 and the levels of enabling state
are the sector 3> the sector 1> the sector 2.

[0105] Traffic information stored locally before the pe-
riod is acquired. The traffic information acquired in the
period is compared with the traffic information before the
period to determine whether the traffic of the current pe-
riod increases. It is supposed that the result of comparing
the traffic information acquired in the current period with
the traffic information before the current period in each
sector is that the traffic of the current period is reduced
compared with the traffic before the current period, a dis-
abling sequence of carriers in each sector is configured
according to the traffic information of the current period
and the disabling sequence of each baseband board. It
is supposed that the disabling sequence of the carriers
in each sector is configured as:

in the sector 1, F11>F12>F13, wherein F31 is a cov-
ering carrier of the sector 1;
in the sector 2, F22>F21>F23, wherein F23 is a cov-
ering carrier of the sector 2; and,
in the sector 3, F32>F31>F33, wherein F33 is a cov-
ering carrier of the sector 3.

[0106] Then carriers in each sector are integrated.
[0107] Specifically, for example, the loads of F11 and
F22 are zeros, and F12, F21, F32 and F31 satisfy an
adjusting condition. the carriers F11 and F22 are disabled
according to an executing flow in Fig. 3, then users of
the carrier F12 are switched to the carrier F13, the users
of the carrier F21 are switched to the carrier F23, and
the users of the carriers F32 and F31 are switched to the
carrier F33.
[0108] After carriers in each sector are integrated, the
carriers whose loads are zeros are disabled, namely dis-
abling F11, F12, F22, F21, F32 and F31. Then a base-
band board whose load is zero is disabled, namely dis-
abling the baseband board 1 and the baseband board 2.
[0109] The coverage condition of the adjusted carriers
is shown in Fig. 4B, wherein both the baseband board 2
and the baseband board 3 are disabled, and only the
baseband board 1 is in a working state.
[0110] Under the condition that the traffic is small, car-
riers in each sector are integrated, users are switched or
accessed to a same baseband board or several base-
band boards as possible. Then a baseband board whose
load is zero is disabled, which reduces the energy con-
sumption, and saves resources.
[0111] Configuration II: different carriers covering a
same sector are configured on a same baseband board,
and different carriers configured on a same baseband
board cover a same sector. As shown in Fig. 5, the sector
1 includes a carrier F11 and a carrier F12, the sector 2
includes a carrier F21 and a carrier F22, the carrier F11
and the carrier F12 are carried on a baseband board 1,
and the carrier F21 and the carrier F22 are carried on a
baseband board 2.
[0112] In this configuration, even if traffic is very low,
a baseband board can not be disabled so as not to affect
coverage. In order to save energy, when a baseband unit
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begins to start, positions of carriers in the baseband
boards are re-configured in a manner of configuration III,
which makes carriers of different sectors be carried on a
same baseband board. Or in a working process of a base-
band unit, a carrier is switched and adjusted according
to the disabling priority of a carrier, which makes carriers
of different sectors being carried on the same baseband
board.
[0113] In this configuration, after carriers on the base-
band boards are arranged as carriers of different sectors
being carried on a same baseband board, the carriers in
the base station are integrated according to a method of
integrating and controlling carrier in the above-men-
tioned configuration I, in order to power off a baseband
board.
[0114] Configuration III: different carriers configured
on a same baseband board may cover different sectors
or a same sector. As shown in Fig. 6, a sector 1 includes
carriers F11, F12 and F33, a sector 2 includes carriers
F21, F22 and F32, and a sector 3 includes carriers F13,
F23 and F31. The carriers F11, F12 and F13 are carried
on a baseband board 1, wherein two carriers cover the
sector 1 and one carrier covers the sector 3. The carriers
F21, F22 and F23 are carried on a baseband board 2,
wherein two carriers cover the sector 2, and one carrier
covers the sector 3. The carriers F31, F32 and F33 are
carried on a baseband board 3, and cover the sector 3,
the sector 2 and the sector 1 respectively.
[0115] In the configuration III, when traffic of each of
three sectors is very low, the baseband board 1 and the
baseband board 2 are disabled, and the baseband board
3 is reserved. There is one carrier working in each sector,
so that coverage can be ensured and the objective of
saving energy can also be achieved. When the traffic of
each of the three sectors is relatively low, the baseband
board 3 is disabled, and the baseband board 1 and the
baseband board 2 are reserved. There are two carriers
work in each sector. When the traffic of the sector 2 is
very low and the traffic of the sector 1 is very high, the
baseband board 2 is disabled, which makes that the sec-
tor 2 has one carrier, the sector 3 has two carriers, and
the sector 1 has three carriers. Similarly, when the traffic
of the sector 1 is very low and the traffic of the sector 2
is very high, the baseband board 1 is disabled, and the
specific processes of adjusting and controlling carriers
is referred to the specific description in the embodiment
II or in configuration I of this application example, which
is not described redundantly herein.
[0116] With reference to Fig. 7, a first embodiment of
a base station device of the present invention includes:

an acquiring module 701, configured to acquire traf-
fic information of a current period on each baseband
board in a base station itself, wherein, the traffic in-
formation includes traffic of each sector;
a configuring module 702, configured to configure a
disabling sequence and a level of enabling state of
each baseband board according to the traffic infor-

mation of the current period acquired by the acquir-
ing module 701;
a determining module 703, configured to determine
a change situation of the traffic of each sector ac-
cording to traffic information before the current peri-
od, which is stored locally, and the traffic information
of the current period acquired by the acquiring mod-
ule 701; and,
a control module 704, configured to control carrier(s)
in each sector according to the change situation of
the traffic of each sector determined by the deter-
mining module 703 and the disabling sequence of
each baseband board configured by the configuring
module 702, and control the carrier(s) in each sector
according to the change situation of the traffic of each
sector determined by the determining module 703
and the level of enabling state of each baseband
board configured by the configuring module 702.

[0117] In this embodiment, through analyzing traffic in-
formation of a current period, configuring a disabling se-
quence and an enabling state level of a baseband board,
then determining change of traffic of each sector accord-
ing to traffic information stored locally before the current
period and traffic information of the current period, and
controlling a carrier in a sector according to the change
of the traffic, the disabling sequence and the enabling
state level of the baseband board, the method provided
in the present invention, in a similar situation, reduces
energy consumption of a base station unit and saves
resources.
[0118] Please refer to Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, a second em-
bodiment of a base station device of the present invention
includes the following modules.
[0119] Please refer to Fig. 8, the base station device
in this embodiment includes:

an acquiring module 701, configured to acquire traf-
fic information of a current period of carriers carried
on each baseband board in a current base station,
wherein, the traffic information includes the following
parameters: traffic of each carrier, the number of us-
ers of each carrier carried on each baseband board,
traffic of each carrier carried on each baseband
board, the number of disabled carriers on each base-
band board, the number of enabled carriers on each
baseband board, energy consumption of each base-
band board and the like; and furthermore, for param-
eters related to a baseband board, parameters part
of baseband board in the base station may be ac-
quired, and parameters of each baseband board in
the base station may also be acquired, which is not
limited herein;
a configuring module 702, configured to configure a
disabling sequence and a level of enabling state of
each baseband board according to the traffic infor-
mation of the current period acquired by the acquir-
ing module 701, wherein, the disabling sequence of
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a baseband board is a sequence that the baseband
board is disabled under a condition that traffic is re-
duced, and the level of enabling state of each base-
band board indicates an enabling degree of a base-
band board, wherein when all carriers on the base-
band board are enabled with full-loads, the enabling
state of the baseband board is the highest, and when
the baseband board is in a disabled state, the ena-
bling state of the baseband board is the lowest;
a determining module 703, configured to determine
a change situation of traffic of each sector according
to traffic information stored locally before the current
period and the traffic information of the current period
acquired by the acquiring module 701; and,
a control module 704, configured to control carrier(s)
in each sector according to the change situation of
the traffic of each sector determined by the deter-
mining module 703 and the disabling sequence of
each baseband board configured by the configuring
module 702, and control the carrier(s) in each sector
according to the change situation of the traffic of each
sector determined by the determining module 703
and the level of enabling state of each baseband
board configured by the configuring module 702.

[0120] Furthermore, the control module 704 includes:

an integrating unit 7041, configured to integrate the
carrier(s) in each sector according to the traffic in-
formation of the current period and the disabling se-
quence of each baseband board when the traffic of
the sector does not increase; and,
a baseband board disabling unit 7042, configured to
disable a baseband board according to an integrated
situation of the carrier(s) integrated by the integrating
unit 7041 in the sector,
wherein, the integrating unit 7041 includes:

a disabling sequence configuring unit, config-
ured to configure a disabling sequence of carri-
er(s) in each sector according to the traffic infor-
mation of the current period and the disabling
sequence of each baseband board;
a first access/switching priority configuring unit,
configured to adjust an access sequence and a
switching sequence of the carrier(s) in each sec-
tor according to the traffic information of the cur-
rent period and/or the disabling sequence, so
that a user or a service may be accessed or
switched to a front carrier in the access se-
quence or the switching sequence; and,
a traffic adjusting unit, configured to adjust the
traffic of the carrier(s) according to the disabling
sequence of the carrier(s), the traffic information
of the current period and the access sequence
and switching sequence of the carrier(s), where-
in when a carrier whose load is zero appears,
the baseband board disabling unit 7042 disables

the carrier whose load is zero.

[0121] The baseband board disabling unit 7042 in-
cludes:

a switching unit, configured to switch a carrier whose
load is not zero on a baseband board which is ar-
ranged in front in the disabling sequence of the base-
band boards, to a baseband board which is arranged
behind this baseband board in the disabling se-
quence of the baseband boards; and,
a disabling unit, configured to, when there is a base-
band board whose load is zero, disable the base-
band board whose load is zero.

[0122] Furthermore, the control module 704 further in-
cludes:

an enabling sequence configuring unit 7043, config-
ured to, when the determining module 703 deter-
mines that the traffic of each sector increase, con-
figure an enabling sequence of the carrier(s) in each
sector according to the traffic information of the cur-
rent period and/or the level of enabling state of each
baseband board;
a second access/switching priority configuring unit
7044, configured to adjust a access sequence and
switching sequence of the carrier(s) in each sector
according to the traffic information of the current pe-
riod and/or the enabling sequence, so that a user or
a service may be accessed or switched to a front
carrier in the access sequence or the switching se-
quence; and,
a carrier enabling unit 7045, configured to enable a
carrier according to the traffic information of the cur-
rent period and the enabling sequence of the carri-
er(s).

[0123] Please refer to Fig. 9, furthermore, the config-
uring module 702 includes:

a sorting unit 7021, configured to sorting by size ac-
cording to the number of users or traffic of each car-
rier, or acquire result(s) of calculation by using a pre-
set calculation method according to the number of
users of each carrier and the number of disabled
carriers and sort the result(s) of calculation by size;
and,
a configuring unit 7022, configured to configure the
disabling sequence and level of enabling state of
each baseband board according to the sorting by
size of the sorting unit 7021.

[0124] In this embodiment, traffic information of a cur-
rent period is analyzed. Under a condition that traffic does
not increase compared with traffic before the current pe-
riod, a disabling sequence of a baseband board and that
of a carrier on the baseband board are configured to
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make users of a carrier, which are in a same sector, as
possible be accessed to or switched to a same carrier or
a few carriers with large traffic, a carrier whose load is
not zero is as possible integrated to the same baseband
board. Thus other baseband board whose load is zero
is powered off, so that the energy consumption is reduced
and resources are saved. And, under the condition that
the traffic increase compared with the traffic before the
current period, new accessed or switched users are in-
tegrated to a part of carriers, the carriers are enabled
according to the preset enabling sequence of carrier,
which makes carriers and baseband boards as many as
possible enter or be in the disabling state, so that the
energy consumption of the baseband unit is reduced,
and resources are saved.
[0125] It should be appreciated for those of ordinary
skill in the art that all or a part of steps in various methods
of the above-mentioned embodiments may be completed
with a program instructing relevant hardware. The pro-
gram may be stored in a computer readable storage me-
dium. The storage medium may include a read only mem-
ory (ROM, Read Only Memory), a random access mem-
ory (RAM, Random Access Memory), a magnetic disk or
an optical disk and the like. The carrier control method
and the corresponding base station device provided in
the embodiments of the present invention are introduced
in detail above. A principle and an implementation of the
present invention are illustrated by using a specific ex-
ample, and the illustration of the above-mentioned em-
bodiments is merely used to help understand the method
of the present invention and its core idea. Meanwhile, for
those of ordinary skill in the art, alterations could be made
on both a specific implementation and a range of appli-
cation according to the idea of the present invention. In
conclusion, the contents of this description should not be
understood as a limitation of the present invention.

Claims

1. A carrier control method, comprising:

acquiring traffic information of a current period
on each baseband board in a base station itself,
the traffic information comprising traffic of each
sector, wherein carrier(s) configured on each
baseband board cover one or more sectors;
configuring, according to the traffic information
of the current period, a disabling sequence of
the each baseband board;
determining, according to stored traffic informa-
tion of each sector before the period and the
traffic information of the current period, a change
situation of the traffic of each sector; and,
controlling, according to the change situation of
the each sector and the disabling sequence of
the each baseband board, carrier(s) in the each
sector respectively.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein a step of
controlling, according to the change situation of each
sector and the disabling sequence of the each base-
band board, the carrier(s) in each sector respective-
ly, comprises:

integrating the carrier(s) in the each sector ac-
cording to the traffic information of the current
period and the disabling sequence of the each
baseband board if the traffic of the sector does
not increase; and,
disabling a baseband board whose load is zero
according to an integrated situation of the carri-
er(s) in the each sector.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein a step of
integrating the carrier(s) in each sector according to
the traffic information of the current period and the
disabling sequence of the each baseband board
comprises:

configuring a disabling sequence of the carri-
er(s) in each sector according to the traffic infor-
mation of the current period and the disabling
sequence of the each baseband board; and,
adjusting an access sequence and a switching
sequence of the carrier(s) in each sector accord-
ing to the traffic information of the current period
and the disabling sequence of the carrier(s) in
each sector.

4. The method according to claim 3, after a step of ad-
justing the access sequence and the switching se-
quence of the carrier(s) in each sector according to
the traffic information of the current period and the
disabling sequence of the carrier(s) in each sector,
further comprising:

adjusting traffic of the carrier(s) in each sector
according to the disabling sequence of the car-
rier(s), the traffic information of the current pe-
riod and the access sequence and the switching
sequence of the carrier(s), wherein when a car-
rier whose load is zero appears, disabling the
carrier whose load is zero.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein a step of
adjusting the traffic of the carrier(s) in each sector
according to the disabling sequence of the carrier(s),
the traffic information of the current period and the
access sequence and the switching sequence of the
carrier(s), specifically is:

switching a user of a carrier which is arranged
in front in the disabling sequence of the carri-
er(s), to a carrier which is arranged in behind in
the disabling sequence of the carrier(s) in each
sector.
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6. The method according to claim 2, wherein a step of
disabling the baseband board whose load is zero
according to the integrated situation of the carrier(s)
in each sector comprises:

switching a carrier, whose load is not zero, on a
baseband board which is arranged in front in the
disabling sequence of each baseband board, to
a baseband board behind the baseband board
in the disabling sequence of the baseband
board; and,
disabling, if there is a baseband board whose
load is zero, the baseband board whose load is
zero.

7. The method according to claim 1, after a step of ac-
quiring the traffic information of the current period on
each baseband board in the base station, further
comprising:

configuring a level of enabling state of the each
baseband board according to the traffic informa-
tion of the current period.

8. The method according to claim 7, after a step of de-
termining, according to the stored traffic information
of each sector before the current period and the traf-
fic information of the current period, the change sit-
uation of the traffic of each sector, further comprising:

controlling the carrier(s) in the each sector ac-
cording to the change situation of the each sec-
tor and the level of enabling state of the each
baseband board respectively.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein a step of
controlling the carrier(s) in each sector according to
the change situation of each sector and the level of
enabling state of the each baseband board respec-
tively comprises:

configuring an enabling sequence of the carri-
er(s) in each sector according to the traffic infor-
mation of the current period and the level of en-
abling state of the baseband board if the traffic
of the sector increase;
adjusting an access sequence and a switching
sequence of the carrier(s) in each sector accord-
ing to the traffic information of the current period
and the enabling sequence; and,
enabling a carrier according to the traffic infor-
mation of the current period and based on the
enabling sequence of the carrier(s) in the each
sector.

10. The method according to claim 1, wherein the traffic
information of the current period further comprises:
the number of users of each carrier carried on the

baseband board, traffic of each carrier carried on the
baseband board and the number of disabled carriers
on the baseband board; and,
a step of configuring the disabling sequence of the
each baseband board according to the traffic infor-
mation of the current period comprises:

sorting by size according to the number of users
of each carrier carried on the baseband board
or the traffic of each carrier carried on the base-
band board, or acquiring, according to the
number of users of the carrier and the number
of disabled carriers on the baseband board, re-
sult(s) of calculation by using a preset calcula-
tion method and sorting the result(s) of calcula-
tion by size; and,
configuring the disabling sequence of the each
baseband board according to the sorting by size.

11. Abase station device, comprising:

an acquiring module, configured to acquire traf-
fic information of a current period on each base-
band board in the base station device, the traffic
information comprising traffic of each sector,
wherein carrier(s) configured on each baseband
board cover one or more sectors;
a configuring module, configured to configure,
according to the traffic information of the current
period, a disabling sequence of the each base-
band board;
a determining module, configured to determine,
according to traffic information of the each sector
before the current period, which is stored locally,
and the traffic information of the current period,
a change situation of the traffic of each sector;
and,
a control module, configured to control, accord-
ing to the change situation of the each sector
and the disabling sequence of the each base-
band board, carrier(s) in the each sector respec-
tively.

12. The device according to claim 11, wherein the control
module comprises:

an integrating unit, configured to integrate the
carrier(s) in the each sector according to the traf-
fic information of the current period and the dis-
abling sequence of the each baseband board
when the traffic of the sector does not increase;
and,
a baseband board disabling unit, configured to
disable a baseband board whose load is zero
according to an integrated situation of the carri-
er(s) in each sector.

13. The device according to claim 12, wherein the inte-
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grating unit comprises:

a disabling sequence configuring unit, config-
ured to configure a disabling sequence of the
carrier(s) in each sector according to the traffic
information of the current period and the disa-
bling sequence of the each baseband board;
and,
a first access/switching priority configuring unit,
configured to adjust an access sequence and a
switching sequence of the carrier(s) in each sec-
tor according to the traffic information of the cur-
rent period and the disabling sequence.

14. The device according to claim 13, wherein the inte-
grating unit further comprises:

a traffic adjusting unit, configured to adjust traffic
of the carrier(s) in each sector according to the
disabling sequence of the carrier(s), the traffic
information of the current period and the access
sequence and the switching sequence of the
carrier(s).

15. The device according to claim 12, wherein the base-
band board disabling unit comprises:

a switching unit, configured to switch a carrier,
whose load is not zero, on a baseband board
which is arranged in front in the disabling se-
quence of each baseband board, to a baseband
board behind the baseband board in the disa-
bling sequence of the baseband boards; and,
a disabling unit, configured to disable, when
there is a baseband board whose load is zero,
the baseband board whose load is zero.

16. The device according to claim 11, wherein the con-
figuring module is further configured to configure a
level of enabling state of the each baseband board
according to the traffic information of the current pe-
riod.

17. The device according to claim 16, wherein the control
module is further configured to control the carrier(s)
in the each sector according to the change situation
of the each sector and the level of enabling state of
the each baseband board respectively.

18. The device according to claim 17, wherein the control
module further comprises:

an enabling sequence configuring unit, config-
ured to configure an enabling sequence of the
carrier(s) in each sector according to the traffic
information of the current period and the level
of enabling state of the each baseband board
when the traffic of the each sector increase;

a second access/switching priority configuring
unit, configured to adjust an access sequence
and a switching sequence of the carrier(s) in
each sector according to the traffic information
of the current period and the enabling sequence;
and,
a carrier enabling unit, configured to enable a
carrier according to the traffic information of the
current period and based on the enabling se-
quence of the carrier(s) in the each sector.

19. The device according to claim 11, wherein the traffic
information of the current period further comprises
following parameters: the number of users of each
carrier carried on the baseband board, traffic of each
carrier carried on the baseband board and the
number of disabled carriers on the baseband board;
and,
the configuring module comprises:

a sorting unit, configured to sort by size accord-
ing to the number of users of each carrier carried
on the baseband board or the traffic of each car-
rier carried on the baseband board, or acquire,
according to the number of users of the carrier
and the number of disabled carriers on the base-
band board, result(s) of calculation by using a
preset calculation method and sorting the re-
sult(s) of calculation by size; and,
a configuring unit, configured to configure the
disabling sequence of the each baseband board
according to the sorting by size.
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